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CABINETRY 
OPTIONS
FOR SHALLOW  
DEPTH VANITIES

If you have limited space in your 

bathroom, Stonewood has your solution. 

Our new Shallow Depth vanities 

provide maximum storage in minimal 

space. Choose from our 8 most popular 

cabinetry finishes.

URBAN OAK (Bellrose)

WIRE-BRUSHED OAK
PREMIUM COLLECTION

FIVE SHADES OF GREY 
PREMIUM PAINTED COLLECTION

MOSS GREY (Modern Shaker) NAVY GREY (Modern Shaker)DAWN (Modern Shaker)

WHITE (Modern Shaker)WHITE (Bellrose)

PAINTED 
CLASSIC COLLECTION

STAINED 
CLASSIC COLLECTION

LAKEWOOD (Bellrose)DRIFTWOOD (Bellrose)

HARDWARE
Stonewood Bath Cabinetry offers a 

wide range of handles and knobs to 

accentuate your bathroom furniture. 

Choose “no hardware” on the order 

form to customize the look even further 

with your own hardware. 

SLIM (96 mm)BEVELLED (96 mm) CURVED (96 mm)BAR (96 mm)

SQUARE (96 mm) MODERN PRESTIGE

All Stonewood hardware options are available for Shallow Depth. Please refer to the Stonewood brochure for details. 

NOTE: We do our best to accurately represent the true 

colour, tone, and grain pattern of our products in print 

form. There may be slight colour differences between 

these printed images, samples in store, and from 

product to product.



PORCELAIN TOP 

24" vanities can also be purchased with a white porcelain top that comes 

with an integrated rectangular sink, single hole faucet drill pattern and a 

sleek, modern profile. It features an overflow drain and non-porous glaze 
that prevents discolouration and fading. Refer to the Stonewood brochure 

for more details.

LINEN TOWERS 

For added storage, compliment your bathroom with a matching free-standing 
linen tower. Our Stonewood tower is finished on 3 sides making it a beautiful, 

stand-alone piece. 

ACCESSORIES

Stonewood Bath Cabinetry accessories add the perfect finishing touch. Bath 

storage and medicine cabinets, metal and matching wood framed mirrors are 

available with our Shallow Depth vanities. Refer to the Stonewood brochure 

for details. 

CARRERA 

Crisp white top with marble inspired veining 

FROSTY GREY 

Cool grey with frosted veining pattern of grey, 

white, and light brown tones

GLACIER 

White quartz with bold, dramatic veining pattern 

throughout 

LUNA 

Warm grey with white and caramel veining 

complemented by light quartz sparkles on surface

SUEDE 

Bright and clean top that pairs perfectly with any 

base

QUARTZ  
TOPS
FOR SHALLOW DEPTH 
VANITIES

Our Shallow Depth quartz tops are 2 cm 

thick and offered in 5 colour options. All 
vanity tops come standard with a single 

hole faucet, factory installed Classic 

undermount sink, matching 4" high 
backsplash and required side splashes 

based on the selected layout. 



DIMENSIONS
The following measurements are provided to help with the ordering process. 

Please allow for 1⁄8" (+/-) variance.
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SINK POSITIONING WITH STONE TOPS 

(NOTE: The stone top opening is 151/8” x 10”)

LAYOUT OPTIONS
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A-1
Between two walls

A-2
Wall on right, open left

A-3
Wall on left, open right

A-4
Free standing
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